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ABSTRACT 

A compOSitional proof system is given for an OCCAM-like real-time programming 
language for distributed computing with communication via synchronous message 
passing. This proof system is based on speCifications of processes which are 
independent of the program text of these processes. These specifications state (1) the 
assumptions of a process about the behaViour of its environment, and (2) the 
commitments of that process towards that environment prOVided these assumptions 
are met. The proof system is sound w.r.t a denotational semantics which incorporates 
assumptions regarding actions of the environment, thereby closely approximating the 
assumption/commitment style of reasoning on which the proof system is based. 
Concurrency is modelled as "maximal parallelism"; that is, if a process can proceed it 
will do so immediately. A process only waits when no local action is possible and no 
partner is available for communication. This maximality property is imposed on the 
domain of interpretation of assertions by postulating it as separate axiom. The timing 
behaviour of a system is expressed from the viewpoint of a global external observer, so 
there is a global notion of time. Time is not necessarily discrete. 

* supported by Esprit Project 937: Debugging and Specification of Ada Real-Time 
Embedded Systems (DESCARTES). 
Electronic-~ail address: mcvax!eutrc3!wsinjh.UUCP or wsdcjh@heitbe5.BITNET. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Recently attention has been drawn to the discrepancy between the growing number 
of real-time applications - industrial process control, telecommunication, life support 
systems in hospitals, avionics systems used for guidance and control, to mention but a 
few - and the existing theoretical background for such systems. For concurrency and 
hard time limits make the design and development of real-time embedded systems 
very complex, and certainly testing is not sufficient to validate a program. Also, in 
many real-time applications failure is very expensive and can have disastrous 
consequences. So, especially in this area of real-time systems, there is a growing need 
for formal specifIcation and verification techniques in order to provide assistance in the 
"lost world" of real-time software development (see [Glass]). 

The ESPRIT project DESCARTES provides a context for investigating these 
problems. A simple language akin to OCCAM ([OCC]) is considered for capturing the 
essential features of real-time in the context of distributed message passing. It is based 
on CSP (CommUnicating Sequential Processes [Hoare]), a language for concurrent 
programs with communication via synchronous message-passing. Contrary to CSP, 
where communicating partners explicitly name each other. here communication occurs 
along unidirectional channels between pairs of processes. Added is the real-time 
statement DELA}' d . which suspends the execution for the specifIed number of time 
units. Such a DELAY-statement may occur in the guard of an alternative command. 
Together with the underlying execution model this gives the opportunity to program a 
time-out. The execution model is that of "maximal parallelism". That is, if a process 
can proceed it will do so immediately. A process only waits when no local action is 
possible and no partner is available for communication. As soon as an action becomes 
possible execution must proceed. 

New in this paper is a compositional Hoare-style proof system for safety 
properties of real-time distributed processes. The maximal parallelism constraint is 
modeled as an axiom for the domain of interpretation of assertions which may be used 
throughout the proof system. To obtain specifIcations of processes which are 
independent of their program text, Hoare triples are extended with invariants which 
should hold throughout program execution. This is needed in particular when 
specifying the communication and timing behaviour of non terminating processes - the 
usual kind of processes when considering real-time - independent of their text. The 
invariants do not refer to any internal state of the process during execution. 
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What should be the form of such an invariant? 

In general. the behaviour of a process depends on its envir()nmenl; for instance on 
the values sent by the environment. Incorporating real-time makes this dependency 
even greater. The timing behaviour of a process will now also depend on the time at 
which the environment is ready to communicate, on how long a communication is 
enabled by the environment, etc. Consequently, knowledge about the environment is 
an important factor in the design of a real-time process. Therefore, we aim at 
specifying processes with in their environment, and in the resulting specifications the 
knowledge about that environT7U!nt should be reflected by imposing suitable assumptions. 

To allow process behaviour to be specified relative to such assumptions, we adopt 
the assumption/commitment-style of reasoning as described in [ZBR,ZRE84], which is 
based on [MC]. Using this formalism. the invariant of a process in our specifications 
consists of two parts: 
an assumption describing the expected behaviour of the enVironment, and 
a commitment which is guaranteed by the process itself. as long as the environment 
does not violate the assumption. 
When two processes are composed in parallel. we then have to verify that the 
assumptions of one process about joint communications correspond to the 
commitments of the other process for these jOint communications. 

How can we adapt this assumption/commitment based formalism to deal with 
real-time? In the formalism of [ZBR] an assumption describes the communication 
behaviour of a process. t\()te that the communication behaviour of environment and 
process is identical when restricting to jOint communications, since a channel connects 
exactly two processes and communication is synchronous. This simple picture changes 
when dealing with real-time. In our proof system we must be able to make 
assumptions concerning "wail actions" of the environment, e.g.: 

when is the environment ready to start a communication, when does it start 
waiting. 
how long will the environment wait for a particular communication. 
when does the environment stop waiting for a communication. 

Next observe that such wai1 actions concerning joint communications are different for 
environment and process. For instance, regardless of maximal parallelism the wa~ting 
period for the same communication. will in genera] differ for process and environment. 

- Consequently, we distinguIsh between wait actions oftne processtuiu -wait Clctionsof---------
the environment. This distinction is reflected in the proof system as follows. The 
assumption of a process refers to the wait actions of the enVironment, whereas the 
commitment refers to the wait actions of that process itself. 
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In our semantics wait actions are repn:sented by so called wait records, which 
denote the waiting period of a process for a communialtion. Because the assertions in 
the specification will refer to wait actions of the enVironment, environment wail 
records are included in the semantics. too. By means of these environment records the 
maXimal parallelism constraint is imposed on ('WTY element of the semantic domain by 
requiring that, for a particular channel, the wailing period denoted by a wait record 
does not overlap with the waiting period denoted by an environment wait record. 
Consequently, when processes are composed in parallel no explicit check on maximality 
is needed. At parallel composition we only have to check additionally that the 
assumptions made by one process concerning the wait records of the environment must 
be fulfilled by the other process as far as it concerns their joint channels. 

Characteristic of com positional proof systems for concurrency is the conjunctive 
nature of their parallel composition rules, i.e. the parallel composition of two processes 
satisfies the conjunction of their specifications. Within our proof system this 
conjunctive character is preserved, since the commitment of a network is, in principle, 
the conjunction of the commitments of the components. This is the other reason why 
environment wait records have been incorporated within our semantics. For their 
presence allows the essentially complementary character of the maximal parallelism 
constraint - when I wait you don't - to become internalised within the specification of 
a process by imposing maximal parallelism as a separate axiom. Therefore our parallel 
composition rule reqUires no separate clause for chocking maximal parallelism. 

The introduction of wait records raises the question whether it is possible to 
characterise real-time dist'ributed message passing in a compositional fashion without 
such records. If termination, communication along channels, and the time 
communication takes place are the observables of a process. the answer to this question 
is no. Speciflcally, the full abstraction result of [HGR) implies that if wait records - or 
something equivalent - are not included in the denotational semantics, then it is 
possible to give two programs with the same semantics. but observably different 
behaViour. So, given our specific observables, without wait records the semantics 
would be unsound. 
The semantics given in [KSRG A] served as starting point for our semantics. and it has 
been changed to come as close as possible to that of [ZRE). The global notion of time 
used in [KSRGA] is maintained in our semantics. This is justified because we want to 
express the timing behaViour of a system from the viewpoint of a global external 
observer with his own clock. So, at the level of reasoning there is a conceptual global 
clock. New is that, in deViation of [KSRGA], time is not necessarily discrete. 

This paper is structured as follows. Chapter 2 contains the syntax of the language 
considered and its intuitive semantics. In chapter 3 a denotational semantics is defined. 
The correctness formula and the assertion language are described in chapter 4. The 
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main chapter is chapter 5, where a compositional proof system is given for our real
time programming language for dislributed computing with communication via 
synchronous message passing. The conclusion can be found in chapter 6, together with 
a discussion of future work. Finally, in the appendix the proof system of chapter 5 is 
proven sound w.r.t. the semantics of chapter 3. 

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 
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for clarifying discussions. Especially Willem-Paul de Roever and Rob Gerth provided 
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2. SYNTAX 

In this chapter we give the syntax of a real-time programming language for 
distributed synchronous message-passing. This language is essentially OCCAM 
([oce]). Communication takes place through unidirectional channels which connect 
exactly two processes. There is a delay-statement. which may appear in the guard of 
an alternative statement, too. Such a delay-branch causes a time-out if no 
communications were offered during the delay period. We separate the concepts of 
parallel composition and hiding of internal communications by introducing an explicit 
hiding operator roo]. 

In the syntax below D will stand for a channel name, d and e for expressions, b for a 
boolean expression, and x for a program variable. 

Language construction 

L ::= SIN 

Statement 

S ::= x:=e 1 SKIP 110 1 DELAY d 1 SI:S21 [N] 1 A 1 *A 

Alternative 
n] n2 n3 

A ::= [0 b _ S 0 bj';DELAY d j _ Sj' 0 bj";IOj - Sj"] 
j=1 1 I j=1 j=1 
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Input/Output 

10 ::= D!e I D?;\

Network 

N ::= 5 j ll 52 

A boolean expression hi' or h, " is omitted if it is TRUE. 

2.1 Informal seman1ics 

x:=e 

D!e 

D?x 

skip: only affects the execution time. 

assignment: the value of expression e is assigned to the variable x. 

output: send the value of expression e through channel D; this action 
synchronizes with a corresponding input command. 

input: receive via channel D a value and assign this value to the 
variable x ; this action synchronizes with a corresponding 
output command. 

DELA}' d delay: suspends the execution for (the value of) d time units. 

[N] 

A 

A deJay statement with a negative value is equivalent to a delay 
statement with a zero value. 

sequential composition: execute 52 after having executed 5 j' 

hiding: the internal communications of network N are no longer 
visible. 

alternative: 
A guard is open if the boolean part evaluates to true. Following 
[KSRGA] we give priority to purely boolean guards. So if at least one of 
the bi is true then select non-deterministically one of the open purely 
boolean guards and execute the corresponding branch. If none of the 
purely boolean guards is open and none of the other guards is open 
execution aborts. Otherwise, let mindeZay be the minimum of the 
delay-values of the open delay-guards (infinite if there are no open 
delay-guards). If within mindeZay time units at least one IO-command 
of the open IO-guards can be executed, select non-deterministically one 
of them and execute the guard and the corresponding branch. 
Otherwise, if no IO-guard can be taken within mindeZay time units, one 
of the open delay-guards with delay value equal to mindelay is selected. 
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*A iteration: repeated execution of alternative A as long as 
at least one of the guards is open. 
\\'hen none of the guards is open execution terrninatffi. 

network: parallel execution of S 1 and S 2' based on the maximal 
parallelism model; no process ever waits unn~essarily, 
if execution can proceed it will do so immediately. 

2.2 Synlaclic T-estriclions 

First some definitions: 
var (L ) denotes the program variables occurring in language construction L , 
chan (L ) denotes the set of channel names in language construction L, and 
type CIa ) denotes the channel of the IO-command. 

In a network SIll S 2 the concurrent processes S 1 and S 2 are not allow'ed to have shared 
variables. ThusvarCS 1)nvarCS 2)= 0. 

Channels are unidirectional and connect exactly two processes. 
For SIll S 2 we reqUire that S 1 and S 2 do not have jOint input channels or joint output 
channels. So the joint channels of S)II S 2, i.e. chan (S ])n chan (S 2)' are exactly those 
channels through which S 1 and S 2 may communicate with each other. 

Throughout this paper we use = to denote syntactic equality. 

3. SEMANTICS 

In [KSRGA] a denotational semantics has been given for CSP-R, a language similar 
to that of the previous chapter but with communication by means of process naming 
instead of channels. That semantics is based on the linear history semantics for CSP of 

. -[F'Lp]. -the basic domain consists of non-empfy-prenx--Closed sets of pairsorstatesana-- --
(finite) histories. To characterise maximal parallelism, such a history contains besides 
"communication records", which denote actual communications, also "no-match rerords" 
to denote that a process is waiting for a communication. Furthermore, the length of a 
trace represents the time. In view of the desired proof system, which should be based 
on the assumption/commitment type of correctness formula from [ZBR,ZRE84], we 
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reformulate this semantics. The new semantics should be as close as possible to the 
semantics described in [ZRE], which is formulated in terms of trace-state pairs, where a 
trclCe' is defined as a sequence of communication records only. 

We extend a trace-state pair to a 5-tuple, consisting of components for the 
communication trace, the set of wait records of the process, the set of wait records of 
the enVironment, the state and the time. Wait records denote the waiting of a process 
for a communication. In our proof system we want to express assumptions concerning 
wait actions of the enVironment, so the semantics contains also a set of environment 
wait records. These environment wait records are used to model maXimal parallelism, 
by ·requiring that for every tuple in the semantic domain the set of wait records and 
the set of environment wait records satisfy this maximality constraint. That is, for a 
particular channel there is no overlap of the waiting periods denoted by a wait record 
and an environment wait record. 
We take the same global notion of time as in [KSRGA]: however, we do not assume 
discreteness of time. 

In the next section we describe 5-tuples, which form the basis of our semantic 
domain of denotations. In section 3.2 an ordering on these tuples is defined, which is 
used for a formal definition of correctness formulae in chapter 4, and which is needed 
to obtain, in section 3.3, a complete partial order as domain of denotations. Finally, 
the particular function defining the semantics is given in section 3.4. 

3.1 Our hasic 5-tul'/cs 

In this section we define our basic 5-tuples, which form the basis of the semantic 
domain. 
Assume a given time domain TIME, and a domain VAL for values of identifiers. To 
avoid an elaborate distinction between the types TIME and VAL. e.g. the distinction 
between TII\1E -expressions and \'AL -expressions, we choose VAL such that 
VAL = TIME. Furthermore we assume that 0 E VAL, and v +11', V < w, v = ware 
defined in FAL. 

The basic domain of denotations for the semantics of a process consists of sets of tuples 
(T ,\V ,\V e ,a ,Q'), where: 

T is a communication trace; a sequence of communiclltion records (1 ,D ,v), with 
1 E TIME, D a channel name and v E VAL. Informal meaning: at time 1 a 
communication via channel D starts and v is the communicated value. 
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\V is a set of wait records of that process; a wait rEX:ord has the form U.11.D). 
with 1,11 ETIME and D a channel name. Informal meaning: wait from time I up 
to time 11 for a communication via channel D. 

vr is a set of wait records of the environment. 

a is a state; a mapping from identifiers to values (a ESTATE) or 
1. , indicating an unfinished computation. 

OtETlMEU {1.}. 

f/ 

Such a 5-tuple indicates a "point" in a computation, i.e., it reflects the state of 
affairs in a computation at a certain point of time. 
A tuple (7,\.\' ,We,o,Q') with a ~ 1., Q'~ 1. models a finished computation, which 
terminates at time Q' in state a, with trace 7 and set of wait records W produced 
during the computation. We represents the assumption about the wait actions 
performed by the environment up to and including termination time Q'. 

Tuples (7,W .we 
,0,Q') with 0=1. and Q'= 1., modeling unfinished computations, are 

needed to obtain prefix closed sets of 5-tuples, and to model infinite computations 
through an infinite chain of approximations. 

3.2 Ordering 011 tuples 

In this section we extend tht usual prefix ordering for sequences to our 5-tuples. 
In the sequel s will stand for the tuple. (T,H' ,R,e ,a ,Q'), and similar 

, (' \1" \pe ' , ') A ( A';' \1" e A A) S = 7, '\' ,.\ ,O,Q' , S = 7,v\, '\ ,O,Q', etc. 

We define the ordering ~ on tuples as follows. Let s'~ s denote that either s '= s, or 
s' precedes s in a computation. In the latter case, s' represents an unfinished 
computation, thus a '= 1. and Q"= 1.. Morrover, if s' precedes s in a computation 
then trace 7' should be a prefix of 7, W' a subset of \'\' , and We, a subset of We. The 
following example shows that we have to take care that s' really represents a point of 
time in a computation leading to s. 

~ 

«(3, .. , .. ),(9, ..... » ,{(I,4, .. )},0,1. ,1.) ( «(3, .. , .. ),(9, .. , .. » ,{(I,4, .. ),(7,8, .. )},0,.1,1..), 
. becausetheJeft tuple xan not represent cLPoint of tiIlle in a cOrnputatio~ 1eaciing t..0 t~~ __ _ 
right tuple; the wait record (7,8, .. ) has not yet been added to the left tuple, although 
the communicationTEX:ord (9, .. , .. ), which corresponds to a later point of time, is already 
present. So if we remove this rEX:ord (9, .. , .. ) from the left tuple, we obtain 
« (3, .. , .. » ,{( 1 ,4, .. )},0,1. ,.1 ) ~ « (3, .. , .. ),(9, .. , .. » ,{( 1,4, .. ),(7,8, .. )},0,1. ,1. ). 
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----------------------~ ~----

Furthermore ( < > .{( 1.4, .. )f,0 . .1 ,.1 ) ~ « (3 ..... .).( 9 ...... » .{( 1,4 .. .).( 7,8 ... )},0,.1 ,.1 ), 
since the left tuple contains wait record (I .4 ... ). whereas communication rerord (3 ...... ) 

has not yet been added. But then then the lefl 1uple can nol represent a tuple in a 
computation leading to the right tuple. since wait records are added in the semantics 
when the waiting fInishes. In this example (I .4 ... ) is added at time 4, so also (3, .. , .. ) 
should be included in the left tuple. 
o 

Let < > denote the empty trace, then « > ,0,0,.1,.1 ) represents the situation where 
nothing has happened yet. It denotes the start of every computation, so 
« >,0,0,.1 ,.1 ) ~ s for every tuple s. 

These considerations lead to the following, informal, defInition of s'~ s: . 
s ' is eq ual to s , or 
s' represents an unfmished computation at a certain point of time. say &-. where, T'. W' 
and we, are the restriction of T. Wand We , resp., to &-. or 
s' denotes the initial tuple of a computation ( < >.0,0 . .1 ,.1 ). 

To formalise this. define the restriction. T!Q', of a trace T to a time Q' as the initial 
prefIx ofT for which the following holds: (t.D.V)ET!Q' +:t Ct.D.V)ET " t~Q'. 

The rest riction. \V ! Q'. of a set of wait records W to time Q' is defIned as follows: 
W ! Q' = { U .u ,D ) E \\. I u ~ Q ). 

Then the ordering on tuples. s'~ s. is defIned by 
s ' = s V (Q '=.1 /\ 0 '= 1. ,,3 Q[ T '= T ! &- ,,\\. '= R' ! &- 1\ \'\' e '= \\' e ! &]) v 
s' = « > ,0,0,.1 .1. ). 

3.3 Doma.in of denotations 

In this section the tuples and their ordering are used to defIne the semantic domain 
of denotations. eWe assume the reader to be familiar with complete partial orderings, 
see [deB].) This semantic domain ID is restricted to those tuples that satisfy the 
maximal parallelism constraint, that is, never two processes both wait for the same 
communication. For the wait records in a tuple s this means that Wand We never 
contain wait records for the same communication that overlap in time. 
Let [ ..... > denote a left closed, right open interval, and let Wand W' be sets of wait 
records. Then we formulate this constraint as follows: 

MP( W, w' ) p YU,u,D )EV/ VU ',u',D )eW' [[l,u > n [Z',u'> = 0 ]. 

Furthermore, traces occurring in tuples of the semantic domain will always be 
time-ordered : for a trace T, predicate time -ordered (T ) is true iff the sequence of time 
stamps in the records of T is non-decreasing. 
So in the sequel we restrict us to the following set of tuples: 
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JB = {( T ,W .We ,0 ,0') I MPC'" ,we) 1\ time -ordered (T )1. 

Let U be a set of tuples. The prefix closure of U is defined as 
PFC( U ) = { s' Is' ~ s ,s E U I. 
iJ is called prefix closed iff PFC C U ) = U. 

The basic domain of denotations is the set of all nonempty, prefix closed subsets of IB , 
JI) = {D I D ~IB "D;:(lJ "PFC(D)= D}. 

Next we define the, so called, Hoare order on lD (let V ,W ElD): 
V~HW p VSE\'3s·EW[S~S·1. 

which corresponds to the usual set inclusion order: 
V ~H W P V C W, for all V ,W ElD. 

So (lD ,~ ) is a complete partial order, with the singleton set H < > ,0,0,1. ,1. )} as least 
element. 

3.4 The function defining the semantics 

Finally the particular function defining the semantics is given. 
Assume a function T has been given, which assigns to every atomic statement S (i.e. 
skip, assignment, io, delay) and state 0 an interval T cr(S), such that the execution 
time of this statement in this state is an element of the given interval. For the 
alternative statement A , T cr(A ) denotes the overhead needed to execute this statement 
(e.g. evaluation of boolean guards, selection of an open guard, etc.). We assume that 
there is no overhead for the other composite constructs. 

Assume the existence of semantic functions [ .. ] for VAL expressions e and boolean 
expressions b : [e]o ,[b]a. 

Let \\'AIT = {(! ,u ,D) Il ,u ETIME ,l ~u} and 
\rAITr = {([ ,u.D )EWAIT I u ~l}, for t ETIA1E. 

The variant of a state 0 ;: .1 . 0 ['/~], is defined as 

I 0 ['/, ] (x ) = " 
o ['/, ](y ) = 0 Cy ) , if y;: x. 

The semanticslsriow~defiI1ooas a flinction M- which maps a -language cbIisttuction1..;
given an initial state (;: 1. ) and starting time, to an element of lD : 
M : L _ (STATE x TIME _ lD). 
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skip 
The semantics of the skip statement shows that the time component is updated with 
the execution time of this statement; all possible execution times between the bounds 
given by the T -function are included. Furthermore the environment may add a set of 
wait records E. Again all possibilities are included with the restriction that the upper 
bound of these records should be less then or equal to the actual time, i.e. CX'+t. When 
processes are composed in parallel it is checked that for joint communications the set of 
environment wait records of one process equals the actual wait records of the other 
process. 
By taking the prefix closure we obtain an element of ID. 

M(SKIP)(o, CX') = PFC ( {( < >, ", E, 0, fr+t) I 

E C WAlT Q+l II t E T cr(S}.:J P)} ) 

assignment 
The assignment statement has a similar semantics, now also the state is updated. 

M(x:=£>)(o,CX')= PFC ((«>,",E,o[Dd<T/,]'CX'+t) I 

EC\VAIT Q +1 IITET cr (x:=e)}) 

delay 
The delay statement updates the time component CX' with the specified time given by 
the T -function. This T -function should be such that t E T cr(DELAY d) implies 
T ~ [d]a. Since a negative delay value yields a zero delay, the function nonneg. 
defined below, is applied to the delay value. 

nonneg(v)= l~ if v <0, 
if v ~ O. 

AI (DELAY d ) (0, CX') = PFC ( {( < > , ", E, 0, CX'+nonneg Ct ) I 

E C W'AIT Q+nonneg (: ) II t E T cr(DELA}' d)} ) 

output 
For the output command we include a communication record in the semantics. Assume 
the process has to wait w time units, then the actual communication starts at point of 
time CX'+w. 
Waiting for w time units is denoted by wait record (CX',CX'+\\' ,D). Since waiting time 
w depends on the other process, we take all possible values for w. 
The maXimal parallelism constraint imposes a restriction on the wait records of the 
environment. These environment wait records must not overlap with the just added 
wait record of the process itself, so these overlapping records are excluded. 

-- 12 --
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M(D!c) (0, Q') = PFC ( {( < (Q'+w ,D ,ITr]o», (eQ' .cx+w ,D )1. E, 0, cx+w +1) I 

wET I ME 1\ w ~ 0 1\ T E T (J (D !c) 1\ 

E S; H'AIT cH,Hl 1\ MP(E .{(Q',cx+w ,D)I) } ) 

input 
The semantics of the input statement is similar to the output command, now the value 
received is not known, and we include all possible values. Again environment wait 
records which overlap with the waiting time are excluded. 

M (D?x ) (0, Q') = PFC ( {( «Q'+w ,D ,v» , (CO' ,O'+w ,D )}, E, 0 [\/~ l, Q'+w +1 ) 1 

'wETIME /\W~O I\vEVAL I\tETcr(D?x) 1\ 

ECWAIT cr +w +1 1\ MP(E,{(Q',O'+w,D)1) } ) 

sequential composition 
In order to define the semantics of sequential composition, the semantic function is 
extended to initial tuples by defining A1 (L ) : { s E IE 1 o:;:c.1 } _ m. 
First the conaltenation of two tuples s 1 and s 2 is defined by 
S JS 2 = (7J 72'W] U \\' 2'\\'~ U W} ,0 2.Q'2)· 
Then M (L )s = {S sis E A1 (L )( & ,n-) 1\ MP(\\,e ,\\") 1\ A1P (\\" e ,W ) }. 
Note that there is an explicit check 10 guarantee that the conaltenation satisfies the 
maximal parallelism conS1raint. 
The semantics of S 1; S 2 is defined as the union of two sets: 

the result of computing 52 starting in a tuple representing a terminated 
computation of 5 J • 

the tuples representing the unfinished computations of S ]. 

M (5 1; 52) (& , &) = {s 13s J [.~] EM (5 1)( & ,&) 1\ Ol:;C.1/\ S E M (S 2)S 1 l} 

U { s 1 Is].: ,\1(5 1)( & .n-) 1\ 0 1= .1 } 

Note that A1 (5 1: 52) is prefix closed if 5 J and S 2 have a prefix closed semantics. 

hiding 
Hiding of internal communications just means the projection on external channels: 

M ( [N 1 ) (0 , Q') = [M (N ) (0 , Q' ) lhan ( IN)) 

with for V-EID-projection ona se1cset iSudefmedasfollow_s; _ 
[U lesel = {( [7 lesel' [\\' lesel , [We lesel ' 0, Q') 1 (7 ,W ,\Ve ,0 ,Q')E U } where 
[7 Lel denotes the restriction of 7 to records with channel name in CSe/ , and 
[A lesel = {CZ ,U ,D) 1 CZ ,U ,D )EA 1\ D Ecset }, for A C WAIT. 
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alternative 
For the semantics of the alternativ(, construction consider two cases: 

at least one of the purely boolean guards is true; then, because of priority for these 
branches. take the union of the semantics of all branches with a true purely 
boolean guard. 
none of the purely boolean guards is true: 

then we take one of the open delay branches with minimal delay if there was 
no communication available for the open communication guards within this 
delay period. This last restriction is denoted by wait records for the channels 
of open i/o-guards, with interval length equal to the minimal delay period. 
another possiblity is a communication before the minimal delay period has 
elapsed. Then we include the usual communication record and wait records for 
all open i/o-guards. 

Again the wait records of the environment are restricted in order to satisfy the 
maximal parallelism constraint. 

T u(A ) represents the time needed 10 dedde which i/o-branches are open. to compute 
delays, to select a branch. etc. 
First define the extension of a function X :STATExT1ME _lD to a set VElD, 
X· :lD _ ID: 

(remember the definition of X : l S ElB lo;:c.l I _ lD at sequential composition) 

X' (V) = {s I:J SU [su E U 1\ 0 u ;:c.i 1\ S E XSu II 

u {su I Su E V 1\ 0 u = .il. 

n, n2 n3 

Let A = [ 0 bl _ Si 0 bl '; DELAY d i - Si' 0 bl " ;101 - Si "1. 
i=l i=l i=l 

define 
min:ielay = min{ nOTmeg CITdJo ) I [Oi ']o} (min(rzO = 00) 

ioset = { type (JQi ) I [bi ,,] 0 I and abbreViate 
{(Z ,U ,eset)1 = { (Z ,U ,D) I DEese/ }. 

A·1(A ) to , 0:) = 

CJ {M (Si )(0, cx+t ) I [bJo 1\ t E T (T(A )1. 
i= 1 

nJ 

if V [bJo, 
i= 1 

and otherwise 

U M (Sf 'r (PFC l( < >, {(Q·+t . CX+t +mindelay. iose/ )1. E. o. cx+t +nonneg (t ')) I [bi ']0 1\ 
i= ] 

nOlllleg([dJo) = mindelay 1\ t ET (T(A ) 1\ t 'ET (T(DELAY d i ) 1\ 
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E ~ WAIT o+f +nonneg It ') /\ M peE ,{( Q: +1 , Q'+t +mindelay , ioset ) D l) 

u U M (S i "r (P Fe {( < ( fr + 1 +.\. , D , [('] a ) > , {( (.I' + i , (.I' + 1 + \f , iost't ) l. 
1= 1 

t E T a(A) 1\ t 'E T a(D!e) /\ W ETIME 1\ O~ W <mindeZay 1\ 

E C WAIT a+l+w+l' 1\ MP(E,{(cx+t, Q'+t +w, ioset )}) }) 

u U M (Si "r (PFC {( < (Q'+t +w , D, v», {(Q'+t , Q'+t +w, ioset )}, 
i= 1 

E, 0 [''/, 1. Q'+t +w +t ') I [bi "]0 1\ IOi = D?x /\ v E VAL /\ 

t ET a(A) /\ t 'ET a(D?x) 1\ W ETIME 1\ O~ W <mindelay 1\ 

E c '''AIT o+l +w +l' 1\ MP(E ,{(cx+t , 0 +1 +W , iose1 )}) }) 

iteration 
The semantics of the iteration statement is deEmed as the limit of a chain of 
approximations. The extension of a function X : STATE x Tl ME _ 1D to sets of 
tuples. X· : m _ ID, has been defined already at the alternative statement above. 
Then we define 

oc 

M(*A)(o,o')= U¢t(o,Q'). 
I=(J 

Where d>i are functions from STATE x TIME to 1D defined inductively by 

d>(J (0 ,0) = {( < > ,0,0 ,J.. ,J.. )1. 

<b 1 + 1 (0 ,Q' ) = 

An equivalent definition of the semantics of the iteration statement is given by the 
fOllowing fixed point equation. 
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n] n 3 

M (*A ) = fJ-X. Au (l<' if V V[hi']o V V[hl"]o 
i= I 1= I 

then X· (M(A) (0. a)) 

else PFC H < > ,0,£,0 ,a+t ) I E ~ WAIT Q+l II t ET u(A)}, 

with fJ- the least fixed point operator. 

parallel composition 
For the parallel composition SIll S 2 the semantics includes: 

sy nchronized merge of the traces of both processes. 
union of sets of wait records. For the environment wait records we discharge the 
wait records concerning the joint channels. Note that the tuples of M (S 1 II S 2) 

satisfy the maXimal parallelism constraint providErl the tuples in A1 (S 1) and 
M (S 2) satisfy this constraint. The assumptions made by one process concerning 
the wait records of the environment must be fulftllErl by the other process as far as 
it concerns jOint communications. 
com bination of the states. Remem ber that there are no sharErl variables. 
maximum of the time components. 

Given that S I and S 2 have a prefix closErl semantics we again obtain a preftx closed 
semantics for SI" S 2' 

Let jchan = chan (S I) n chan (S 2) and 
define max (0: I ,0 2) = 1. if 0 1= 1. V a 2= 1. . 

M (S 1 II S 2) (0 , Q ) = I ( T, \\' 1 U \\. 2, \\' 1 U ". ~ - [ \\' J U "' 2 ] )chan • 0 . mel.l: (0 I. 0' 2)) I 

(Ti, \\'i, "'t, 0 1 .0'1 )EA1(Si) (0, &) 1\ i E{1,2} /\ 

[T]ChanlSi)='i IdDt:chan(Sl.SZ)- [rlD =<» /\ 

Time -ordered (,) II 

[". 1] jchan = ["' 2 ] jchan II [W 2] jchan = [Wi] jchan /\ 

I 0 i (x) , x E var (Si ) 

(01~..L 1I02~1. - a(x)= o(x) ,x~var(Sl,S2)) II 

(0 1 = 1. V 0 2=.1 - 0 = .1) } 
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4. SPECIFICATION LANGUAGE 

In this chapter our specification language is defined. First we give an informal 
introduction to correctness formulae in section 4.1. Section 4.2 lists the basic 
primitives of the assertion language, and the examples of section 4.3 should give an 
impression of the type of spedfications intended. Section 4.4 contains the syntax of 
the assertion language. Restrictions on assertions are formulated in section 4.5. Section 
4.6 concerns the formal interpretation of assertions, and finally in section 4.7 a formal 
definition of a correctness formula is given. 

4.1 Correctness fOT"mulae 

In this section the correctness formulae used in the proof system are introduced. 
Our aim is a compositional proof theory for safety properties, in which it is possible to 
specify the behaviour of a process relative to assumptions about the behaviour of its 
environment. Therefore we extend Hoare triples with two parts, an 

assumption specifying the expected communication behaviour of the environment 
(the waiting for a communication included), and a 
commitment. which is guaranteed to hold by the process itself, as long as the 
assumption concerning earlier behaViour has not been violated by the environment. 

Important is that assumption and commitment reflect, respectively, the externally 
visible behaViours of environment and process. That is, they refer to a communication 
trace of externally visible channels and to wait records concerning these channels. 
Consequently, assumption and commitment must not contain program variables or 
internal channels. Clearly the assumption refers to environment wait records, whereas 
the commitment refers to wait records of the process itself. In addition we require 
that assumption and commitment do not refer to the time component. 

We use the following notation: (A,C): {p} L {q}, meaning informally: 

assume that p holds for the initial tuple (in ff3 ) in which L starts executing, then: 

(1) C holds for the initial tuple of L, 

tn -C holds after every -communicatiOn and wait -action of L ; provided A heldafter 
all communications and wait actions of L before this particular one, 
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(3) q holds for the final tuple if and when L terminates. provided A held after all 
communications and wait actions of L. up to and including the moment of 
termination. 

Observe that the coupling between A and C is checked whenever the set of wait 
records or the trace of L changes. This is justified, since A and C do not refer to the 
program variables or to the time component. Furthennore, assertions are restricted (see 
section 4.5) such that their validity is not changed by adding environment wait records. 

4.2 Assenion language 

In this section we list the basic primitives of our assertion language which will be 
used in the examples of the next section. A complete syntax is given in section 4.4. 

In our assertions it is possible to refer to the components of a tuple; to the 
trace of communication records by 11', 

set of wait records by \'\' , 
set of environment wait records by ",'e. 

program variables, 
time component by means of the special variable time. 

In the sequel assertions are restricted to those where 11', Wand we occur only 
projected, that is, within the scope of a projection [ .. lset; 

[11' lcset denotes the maximal subtrace of 11' with channel names in cset 
Cin the sequel denoted as 11' eset ). 

[\Vlcset denotes the maximal subset of W with channel names in cset 
(denoted as "'esel)' Similar for [We leset. 

We often omit brackets and commas in cset , e.g. W D • 11' BD • 

The precise restrictions on the assertion language are formulated in section 4.5. 

Because a trace is a sequence of records, we use an index to refer to a particular record. 
e.g. 11' B [i ] refers to the i-th communication record in trace prOjection 11' B • 

Furthermore, we can select the fields of a communication record: 
tim selects the time stamp, 
comm selects the channel name, and 
val selects the communicated value. 

1..1 denotes the length of a trace expression. 
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4.3 Examples of specifications 

The examples below should give an impression of the type of specifications 
intended. 

ex. 1 Take the following T -function: T ex :=x + 1) = [3,4], T CIO ) = [1.5 ,3.5]. Then -=---
(TRUE ,TRUE) : {Time = v I B?x; x:= x+ 1 ; D!x {Time -v E[6,l Il} 

where v is a logical VAL variable (see next section). 

o 

Assume for the following examples: 
T(DELAY d) = [d ,d l TUG) = [1,1]. and TL4 ) = [I,l]. 
ex. 2 Consider the following informal specification: 

(en". waits fonhe first comm. via D tromtime 2 up 10 The actual comm.,TRUE): 
{execution starts at time 0 and the initial trace of channel D is empty} 

DELAY 5 ;DB 
{termination at time 6 }. 

This can be expressed formally as follows: 

o 

(11' D ';If: < > -+ (2,lim (11' D [I]),D )E WE, TRUE): 

{ Time = 0 "11' D = < > } 
DELAY 5 ;D!3 

{ time = 6 }. 

ex. 3 The correctness formula below contains an informal assumption: 
(rhe environment does not communicate via channel D in Time in.terval [1,6], TRUE) : 

{ 11' D = < > "l ime = 0 } 
[ DELAY 5 -+ x:= 5 0 D!3-+ x:= 6 ] 

{x=5 }. 
This assumption can be formalised as follows: 11TD I~ 1 -+ lim (1TD [1])~[1,6]. 
o 

ex. 4 This example demonstrates how two concurrent processes mutually make 
assumptions about the waiting period for a communication of the other. Consider 
assumption 
A 1=(111' D I~ 1 -+ (2,Tim (1TD[I]),D )E\-Vb)!\ (brD I~ 2 -+ C13.Tim (1TD [2]),D )EWE) 

and commitment 
C 1-=CJ1TD I~ L ..... J5,Tim(1TD LI ]),D)E WD)_,,_(l71D 1~2-:+ CS,li171(7TD [~]).f> )E W D ) __ _ 

then 
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-- ----- - - ------------------------~--

(A I.e 1) : {1T D = < > II time = 01 DELAY 5 : D!3 : DELAY 2 : D!6 {time = 141. 

Note that the commitmenl C I of this process expresses that the waiting period for the 
second D -communication starts at time 8. which depends on the assumption in A I 

about when the first D -communication of the environment is enabled. 
The second concurrent process has an "inverted" assumption/commitment pair, 

let A 2=e 1[;1"/;1'] and e 2=A 1[;1"1;1"] then 

(A 2.e 2) : {1T D = < > II lime = 0 1 DELAY 2 : D?x : DELAY 7 ; D?x {l ime = 141. 

o 

4.4 Syntax of the assertion language 

In section 4.2 a number of basiC primitives of the assertion language were 
presented. In this section the complete syntax is given. 
In assertions we use logical variables to relate assumption. commitment, precondition 
and postcondition. These variables do not occur in the program text, so the value they 
denote is not affected by program execution. In order to apply correct substitutions 
distinguish between three types of logical variables: 

logical trace variables: t , 

logical wait variables: w , 
logical VAL variables: v. 

Quantification is only allowed over logical variables. 
In the following syntax of the assertion language we denote by eit an element of \' AL . 
by D a channel name. by x a program variable, and cset denotes a set of channel 
names. 

trace expressions: 

le ::= 1T I t I [le ]ese! 

wait expressions: 

we ::= W I We I w I [).\.'e ]ese! 

wait records: 

wr ::= (el,e2'c) 

channels: 

c ::= D I comm (te [e ]) 

VAL expressi ons : 

e ::= ell I v I x I lime I ltel I lwei I el+e21 val (te[e]) I tim (le[e]) 

assertions: 
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Let var (p ) be the set of program variables occurring in assertion p . 
chan (p) is defined as the set of channel names occurring in projections. Remember 
that we restrict us to assertions in which 11', Wand We only occur projected. 

The following abbreviations are often used: 

11' eset = [11' Let , \-Veset = [W ]eset ' \\' :set = [\\' e ]eset • 

A lot of other abbreviations will be used which are expressible in the formal syntax as 
given above, e.g. 

(5,D ,8)E 11' eset = 3v [time( 11' cset [v D= 5 1\ comm (11' cset [v ])= D /\ val (11' eset [v ])= 8]. 

To denote that a trace expression te 1 is an initial prefix of trace expression te 2, we use 
the abbreviation te 1 ~ tc 2' defmed as follows 

Ilcll~lte21 1\ Yv [v~ltell- tim (rel[v])=tim(te2[v]) 1\ 

comm (te l[V D= comm (tc 2[ v]) 1\ 

val (te l[V D= val (te lv ]) ]. 

4.5 ReSlrictions on the assertion language 

For a correctness formula (A , C): {p } L {q I the following restrictions are imposed 
upon the assertions A , C , p and q : 

var (A ,C) = "'; program variables must not occur in A and C , since A and C 
should express the communication interface only. 

W does not occur in A ; an assumption must only mention the wait records of the 
environment and the trace. 

we does not occur in C; a commitment must only mention the wait records of the 
process itself and the trace. 

the spedal variable time does not occur in A and C . 
. By imposing this constraint (and the first restrietion), the-vali<iit-yo[ A-and-C 
depends on the trace and the wait records only, and not on the time component. 
Consequently, we have to check preservation of the validity of A and C , and their 
coupling, only after an occurrence of a communication or wait action, and not 
When merely time passes. Future research will investigate the consequences of 
allowing the special variable time to occur in A and C. 
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11", Wand We must occur projeCTed, that is within the scope of a projection [.']cse: . 

we is allowed in p and q, but all assertions mnst be monotone in 'we: 
an assertion p is called monoTone in We iff 
p -. VE C WAIT [p [~'f UE/~,.] ]. 

Also assumption A must be monotone in We. 
ex. Examples of non monotone assertions are: 
Wi) = 0, (5,7 ,B )~ WB, \Vi) C {(O,5,D ),(9,IO,D )}. 
The following assertions are monotone: 
Wi) =;: 0, (5,7,B)EWB, Wi)=> {(O,5,D),(9,1O,D)}. 

o 

The last two restrictions are imposed because we aim at a compositional proof system, 
that is, the specification of a program should be verifiable in terms of the speCifications 
of its syntactic subprograms. For the parallel composition rule the goal is, in principle, 
a simple conjunction of commitments. and similar for pre and post conditions. This is 
achieved by imposing maXimal parallelism as a separate axiom on the domain of 
interpretations of assertions, and furthermore by the above mentioned constraints and 
restrictions in the proof system; assertions of a process remain valid under the 
execution of environment actions: 
w.r.t. wait actions of the environment (because of monotonicity), and 
w.r.t. communications of the environment (because of the use of projections and the 
restriction in the proof system that at parallel composition the assertions of one 
process do not refer to external channels of the other process). 
(See [HdeR] for a comprehensive discussion of compositionality and how to achieve it 
by means of projections.) 

4.6 In.terpretation of assertions 

This section concerns the interpretation of the assertion language. 
An assertion p is interpreted in a logical variable environment y, which assigns values 
to logical variables, and a tuple s = (T, \\' , We, a, a) EIB. notation: [p]ys. 
If p contains free program variables (var (p );e 0) or the special variable time, then p 
is only interpreted in tuples s with a;c 1. and a;e 1.. The interpretation is 
straightforward, some examples: 

[t]ys = y(t), ['w]ys = y(w), [v]ys = y(v), 

[11"]Ys = T, [[teleseJys = [[te]ys leset' 

[W]ys = W, [[-we ]cset]Ys = [[ we]ys leset' 

if a=;: 1. and a=;: 1. then [x]ys = a (x), [time ]ys = a. 
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An assertion p is called valid, denoted by F P . iff 

Vy Vs ElB [0 ~ 1. 1\ Q'~ 1. -+ [p]ys]. 

4.7 Formal defmil ion of a correClness formula 

Finally we are able to give a formal defirution of the interpretation of a correctness 
formula. 
Again we use the abbreviation S = (T. W. we. o. (d. s = (T. \i! . \.\7 e . 0, &) etc. 
The concatenation of two tuples, s}s2' was defined in section 3.4 as follows: 

S}S2 = (T}T2,W 1 U W 2,Wi U Wi,o 2,0'2)' 

Also recall the extension of the semantic function to initial tuples: 
M{L)s = {ss ISEM(i)(&,o) I\MP(~',We) t\MP(\\,e,W)}. 

Note that, by the explicit check on maximal parallelism, a tuple from 1B is obtained. 

For the formal interpretation of a correctness formula we need the < relation on 
tuples, defined as: 
s' < S +=t s' ~ S t\ (T'~ TV\\-' '~W ). 

Notation: s = (T .\\ . • "'e ,1..1. ). 

Now a correctness formula is called valid. denoted by F (A , C) : {p } L {q { , iff 

VyysElB,o~1..&~1. [[p]ys -+ VSEM{L)s [(Vs,[sJ..~s'<s _ [A]ys']-+ [C]ys) t\ 

(0~1. _ (Vs,[s~ ~s'~s _ [A]ys']_ [q]ys))]]. 

Observe that this formal' definition of (A . C) : {p } L {q} corresponds to the informal 
meaning of section 4.1, since M(L) is prefix closed and the dennitions of prefix closed 
and" <" are such that the validity of C is checked whenever W or T changes. 
Furthermore C holds initially, because ( < >,10,10,1.,.1. )E 1'.1 (L ) (a ,&) 
(since MeL)(o ,a) is prefix closed), and thus (T,\.\! ,\.\·e ,1..1. hA1(L )s 
(since MP(~' ,0) and MP(\f.,e ,0 )). 

Then VS'[s 1. ~s'«T,\.\7 ,rt)e ,1..1.)-+ [A]yss'l, 

because there is no s' such that s.l ~ s '<(T ,\\' ,",TE> .1.,1.). 
Hence, by the formal definition above, [C]y(f,W ,\.\!e.1.,1.) = [C]ys has to hold 
(remember that C does not refer to the state or the time). 
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5. PROOF SYSTEM 

Important in the proof system, which will be formulated in this chapter, is how 
we deal with maximal parallelism. In the assertion language the maximal 
parallelism constraint is formulated as follows: 

(MP) YV]"2V3V4 [ (v],v2,D)EWD /\ (V3,V4,D)EWD _ [V],V2> n [V3,V4>=0 1. 
where D is a channel name, and v ],v 2,v 3'V 4 are logical VAL variables. 
Observe that it is allowed to use axiom scheme MP for every implication in the 
assertion language, since assertions are only interpreted in tuples from 1B (remember 
that every tuple in 1B satisfies the maximal parallelism constraint w.r.t. Wand \,\7e 

(see chapter 3)). 
Conclusion: MaXimal parallelism is modeled as the axiom MP which is imposed on the 
domain of interpretation of assertions in our system. That is, this axiom can be used 
to prove implications between assertions, for instance, when applying the consequence 
rule. 

The rules and axioms of our proof system are given in three groups. In section 5.1 the 
rules and axioms related to atomic statements of our language are presented. In section 
5.2, those related to composite constructs, and in section 5.3 general axioms and rules 
related to all language constructions are given. In section 5.4 soundness of the system 
is stated (which is proved in the appendix). Section 5.5 contains an example 
demonstrating the use of assumptions and commitments in combination with parallel 
composition and hiding. 

5.1 Rules and a:'doms for atomic statements 

First we give rules and axioms for skip, aSSignment, delay and i/o-commands. 
These rules and axioms have in common that in order to prove (A , C ) : {p } S {q} the 
implication p _ C has to hold (C should hold initially). Following [ZRE84] these 
implications are avoided by proving (A , C) : {p /\ C } S {q /\ C }. 

For an arbitrary T -function the skip axiom would have the following form (note that 
lime does not occur in C ): 

(A, C): {Yt ET(SKIP) [ q eime+T!cimr] ] /\ C} SA"]P {q /\ C} 

In order to avoid explidt mentioning of the T -function in every rule of the proof 
system we take one specific T -function. It represents assumptions about the execution 
time which are similar to those in [KSRGA], where atomic actions take one time unit, 
except for the DELAY d statement which takes exactly d time units. 
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To be precise: in the sequel we adopt the following T -function: 
T(S},"]P) = T(x:=c)= T(D!c)== T(D?x)= T(A)= [1.]] (closedinterval),and 
T(DELAr d) = [d .d]. 

skip 
This leads to the following skip axiom: 

(skip) (A . C ): {q Pimd1lrime] lie} SKIP {q II C } 

The assignment and delay axiom are Similar to the skip axiom: 
assignment 

(assignment) (A , C ) : {q pimr + Jlrimr, e Ix] II C } x := e {q II C } 

delay 
Remember that a negative delay value yields a zero delay, so the function nonneg is 
applied, which is defmed as follows: 

1° v nonneg (v) = if v <0, 
if v ~ 0. 

(delay) 

output 
For the output command we have to prove that given the precondition: 

commitment C holds for the final state (which is represented by the substitution). 
and 
the postcondition holds in the final state (also the time is updated). provided 
assumption A holds in the final state. 

Note that in general we do not know the length of the waiting period for this 
communication, thus we have to prove commitment and postcondition for all possible 

wait values 1\' • 

L t hsr =V;UHtimrJime+",DlI/. r.'(timr+.·.D.,·)/. e su - \I. 7T. 

(output) 

pile -+ Vw E TI Ai E . w ~ ° [ C [Sub.S1 ] II (A [SUb.S1 ] -+ q [SubST .z imr + •. +11r ime]) ] 

(A • C ) : Ip "C} D!e {q II C } 

As observed above. it is allowed to use axiom MP for every implication between 
assertions. This will be used in the following example, where assumption A is strong 
enough to determine the waiting period. 

ex. We want to prove the following formula: 
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(A= 11D;t;<> -+ C7,lim(11D[lD,D)EWh ,e=TRUE): 

lp= 11D= < > (\ limc=41 D'3 llimr=81. 

First take the following auxiliary postcondition: 

q == (7 ,time - l.D ) E \\' h II (4,1 imc - 1 ,D ) E W D . 

By using the output rule we can prove (A , e ) : lp I D!e {q l. 
since p /I. e /I. A [subS! 1 -+ (7 ,time +W ,D )E W1) /I. lime = 4, and 

(7,lime +W ,D)E W1) /I. (4,time +W ,D)E WD U {Clime ,lime +w ,D)l. 

thus p /I. e /I. A [subS! 1 -+ q [subst "imeh'+l/zimel, for all W ETIME, w ~ O. 

By using the maximal parallelism axiom MP for channel D we can derive from the 
post condition q : 

[7,lime-l> n [4,timC'-I>=0. 

Since I ~ u for a wait record (l ,u .... ) we can derive: lime -1= 7, and thus: lime = 8. 

Then the consequence rule, which will be formulated later, leads to the desired result. 
o 

input 
The input rule has the same structure as the output rule. Since the received value is 
not known in general. we have to prove commitment and postcondition for all possible 
input values. 
Let subS! = '" U {(time ,time +.'.D )II", ,'I1-(lime +k' ,D ," )/.". 

(input) 

p /I.e -+ Vw E TIA1E, W ~ 0 Vv E \,AL [ e [subS! 1 II (A [subst 1 -+ q [subS! ,rime+dJ/zimc ,',/,]) 1 
(A , C ) : {p /I. e } D?x lq II e } 

As we saw above, A may contain enough information to be more specific about the 
waiting period for the communication. In addition. A can specify the value that will 
be received by the input. 
ex. Using the input rule. we can prove 
(11 D ~ <C. .. D ,5» ,TRUE):l11 D= < > } D?x (x = 51. 
Note that it is not allowed to use the assumption directly for the commitment. So we 
can not prove: 
C 11 D ~ < C. .. D ,5) > .11 D ~ < ( ... D .5) > ) : {11 D = < > } D?x {x = 5}. 
The reason is that we have to avoid Circular reasoning in assumptions and 
commitments, e.g. consider the following example: 
using the assumption directly for the commitment. we could prove 
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(1TD~ «2,D,·.»,1TD~ «2,D ,.J> ):{1TD= <> 1\ timr=O} D?x {timC'=3} 

and 

( 1T D ~ < ( '2 ,D , .. ) > ,1T D ~ < ('2 ,n , .. ) > ) : 17T D = < > /\ 1 imC' = O} D'8 {l imC' = 3 }. 

Clearly the assumption of one process is implied by the commitment of the other, so 
by the parallel composition rule, which will be given later, this would lead to: 

(TRUE,TRUE):{1TD= <> 1\1ime=O} D?x II D!8 {time=31. 

but this formula is not valid. 

The work of Pandya [PJ] shows that it is possible to obtain a sound proof system in 
which for an inpuT command the assumption may be used directly for a proof of the 
commitment. Circular reasoning is avoided by requiring for every output command a 
proof of the commitment without using the assumption. 
o 

5.2 Rules for composite conSTructs 

Next we give rules for sequential composition, hiding, alternative, iteration and 
parallel composition. Since we give a compositional proof system, to each composite 
construct corresponds a rule in which a specification of the construct can be derived 
from its constituents without any further knowlooge of the structure of these 
components (see [HdeR] for more details). 

sequential composition 

(sequential composition) 
(.4 , C): {p } S I {r }. (A, C ) : {r } S 2 {q } 

(A. C): {p } S I ;S 2 {q } 

hiding 
The hiding rule allows us to encapsulate internal communications. 

(hiding) 
(.4 . C) : {F l\ 1T jchan = < > (\ V;}chan = 0} S I \I S 2 {q } 

(A , C ) : {p }[ S I II S 2] {q } 

where jchan = chan (S I) n chan (S 2)' and providoo chan (A • C . P • q ) n jchan = 0. 

alternative 
For the alternative construct we have two rules; a consequence of purely boolean 
guards having priority. 

n J n 2 n3 

LetA = [ Obi -+ Si o bi';DELAYdi -+ Si'Obi";lOi -+ Si"]· 
i=l i=l i=l 

The first rule is applioo if one of the purely boolean guards evaluates to true. 
Assertion p holds after evaluation of the purely boolean guards (which takes one time 
unit) and before execution of a Si -branch. 
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(alt 1 ) 
P _ p[Iimr +llrimr]. (A. C): 1ft 1\", } 5, 1q}. i = 1 .... 71 I 

71 I 

(A . C ) : 1r 1\ V",} A 1 q } 
! =] 

In the second rule none of the purely boolean guards is true. In order to define the 
minimal delay period and the set of "open" IO-guards. we have to know which 
booleans are true. So we have to guess the set of true boolean guards: 
S is the set of indices of bi ' which are true. 
T is the set of indices of bi .. which are true. 

Define for sets S C {l •...• n 2} and T ~ {1~ ••. ,n 3}: 
mindeZay = mint nonneg (d i ) lie S }, (mi71(0) = 00) 

ioset = { type (JOi ) lie T }, and abbreviate 
{U .u .eset )} = { (!.u.D) I D Eeset }. 

Expression BS.T checks the guess. representtri by Sand T. for booleans: 
BST = I\bk ' 1\ I\"""k' 1\ I\bk " 1\ I\-,bk ". 

'kES k£S kET ktT 

For a wrong guess Bs ,T yields FALSE in the premiss of an implication in the rule. thus 

satisfy ing this implication trivially. 

Assertion if holds after a DELAY -guard and before a Si '-branch, 
assertion Pi holds after the 10, -guard and before the 5 i "-branch. 

Let SUbSl ] = '" U {(III'" + l.1il1l<" + l+mi~d"lay ,iom )'1", 

<' b
M 

= '" U 1(1/111(' + I.lil1lr + 1+.' ,ios('1 )1/ ' 1T-(Iinl(' + 1+"'.D,, )/. 
.,U ,)( 2- \\ • 1T 

S bSl 
= \\' U I(Iime + IJimc + 1+.- ,iosel )1/ ' 1T-(Iime + 1+,,'.D ," )/. u 3- \\ • 1T. 
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(alt2) 

n J 

P 1\ C -+ -, V bl 
1=1 

(A , C ): {p 1\ nonneg (d i )= mindclay 1\ bi '} Si' {q }, i = 1 , .. ,n 2 

Bs.r 1\ P 1\ C -+ Vw E TIME [O~ w <mindelay -+ C [subst 2] 1\ 

Bs.r 1\ P 1\ C -+ Vw ETIME Vv E VAL [O~ w <mindelay -+ C [subst 3] 1\ 

(A , C ) : {p 1\ C ) A {q 1\ C ) 

iteration 
nJ n2 n3 

Define h = i 'i1 bi Vi 'i1 hi' Vi 'il bi .. , then 

(iteration) 

parallel composition 

(A , C ) : {p 1\ b ) A {p) 

P 1\ -, h -+ q [timdll,ime] 

(A , C ) :'{p } *A {q} 

In [ZBR,ZRE84] the rule for parallel composition has the following form: 
given specifications (Ai' C i ): {Pi) SI {qi} for both components, 
choose a network assumption A for S 1 1/ S 2. and check A 1\ Ci -+ A j , 

for Ci ,j )E {( 1 ,2),(2,1 )}. 
This results in a specification (A , C 1 1\ C 2): {p 1 1\ P 2) S 1 II S 2 {q 1 1\ q 21. 
provided certain restrictions on the assertions are met. 
Typically. in A 1\ Ci -+ A j assumptions concerning jOint channels are verified; the 
remaining assumptions about external communications are maintained in A . 
A straightforward adaptation of this rule is not possible; suppose we try a rule of the 
following form: 
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(A, ···):{···ISIIlS2{···1 

Then consider" the valid formula: 

(A 1 = ( 7 ,l im (11 D [ 1 ]) ,D ) E \Vb. C I = ( 7 ,l im ( 11 D [ 1 ]).D )~ \V D ) : 

{11D=<> "WD=0 !,lim('=O!SI= D!3 {lime=BI. 

If we take the parallel composition of S] and an other process S 2 with D ¢ chan (S 2)' 

the new assumption of SIll S 2 should be A = A I' since D is an external channel of 
this network. But then A "C I [,,"f I·d _ FALSE and we can prove every arbitrary 
assumption A 2 for S 2' 

These problems can be avoided by taking care that the sets of channel names occurring 
in projections of We in both components of the conjunction A 1\ Ci [Il,e Ill"] are disjoint. 
Let wchan (p ) denote the set of channel names occurring in projections enclosing W or 
\\. e in assertion p , and 
let jchan = chan (S I)n chan (S 2)' 

For the network assumption A we require that We does not occur projected on join1 
channels: ''''chan (A ) n jchan = 0. 

Furthermore project the commitments C I and C 2 such that n° occurs only inside 
projections on joint channels in C 1 and C 2' 

The v-,' -pro jection of an assertion p on a set of channel names cset is defined as 
follows: 

pi"' cset = 3w [ p [Ill" lew U I~" ~ompI,,"] 1. 

where comp = chan (p )-cseT , (convention: [w 1::= 0) 

and w a logical wait variable not occurring in p . 
ex. (7,B,D)E WBD I"' {D I ;:::t 

C7,B,D )E[W]BD IW {D I +:i 

3w [C7,B,D)E [[W]D U [W]B ]BD] P 

3w [(7,B,D )E[w 1n U [W]B] P 
(7,B,D )E \VD 

(7,B,B)E WBD IW {D I +=t 

3w [(7 ,B,B )E[w 1n U [w]B] ;:::t 

3w [(7,B,B )E hrlB ] ;:::t 
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TRUE 

o 
(parallel com position) 

(Ai' C ) : {Pi A Wjchan = 0 } Si {qi}, i = 1,2 

[ ' /,. "'.1 ". I f) ['.2/. "'.1 ..... 1,]. () q 1 l'lm£, "'~', 3/~> A q 2 lime, 2tv,·, '"'w A tzme = max v l,V 2 A 

W = Wl U '\\.'2 A \,ve = W3 U W4-[W3U W4]jchan -+ q 

C l" l/u'] A C 2['" 2/v" ] A W = W 1 U w 2 -+ C 

(C 11W jchan )[V.·'/v,·] A A -+ A 2 

(C i\' jehan )[U" Iv;] A A - A 1 

(A,C):{Pl /\P2 /\\\',chan=0}SlIlSz{q} 

with" 1 ,v 2'W l'W 2'W 3 and W 4 logical' 'AL variables not occurring free in C or q, and 
provided 
wchan (A ) n jchan = 0 , 

chan (Pi ,qi ,Ai ,C i ) n chan (Sj )£; chan (Si ), and 
var(pz ,qi)n "arCS, )=0, for Ci,j )E{Cl,2),(2,1)}. 

The last two restrictions denote that assertions of one process are not allowed to refer 
to program variables or external channels of the other process. 

The clause W Jchan = 0 in the precondition is necessary as the following example shows. 
~ Consider the correctness formula 

( W,3,D )E\\,";, TRUE): br D = < > Illime = 2f D!7 {1T D= «2,D ,7» }. 

which is valid (to derive it use the output rule with posleondition 
17' D = <Clime -l,D ,7» A (2,time -l,D)e WD A (O,3,D )E\\'''; ) and also 

(TRUE, W,3,D )e\\'D): {CO,3,D )E\\'D} DELAY 5 ;D?x {TRUE}. 

Without the above mentioned clause the rule would lead to (take A = TRUE) 

(TRUE ,TRUE ):{1TD= < > Atime=2 ACO,3,D )eWD }D!7I1DELAY 5;D?x{1TD= «2,D ,7»} 

which is not true. So this would lead to an unsound rule. 

D 
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5.3 Gcneral niles and a:'doms 

The following rules and axioms are applicable to every language construction. 
The consequence rule is a straightforward extension of the usual rule in Hoare logic: 
one can strengthen the assumption and weaken the commitment. 

(consequence) (A " C ') : {p '} L {q '} 

A_A',C'-+C ,p-+p',q'-+q 
(A , C ) : {p I L {q} 

As already observed, it is allowed to use maximal parallelism in the form of axiom 
MP for every implication between assertions. 

(substitution) 
(A , C ) : {p } L {q} 

(A , C ) : { p [r l,t Ir ,f/ .. ] } L {q} 

where v,r and ware a logical VAL variable, a logical trace variable and a logical wait 
variable, resp., and where e,f and g are an arbitrary VAL expression, trace expression 
and wait expression, resp., and provided v ,r and w do not occur free in A , C or q. 

(conjunction) 

( invariance) (A , C ) : {p t\ C } L {p t\ C } 

provided var (p ) n var (L )= '" and chan (A ,C ,p ) n chan (L )= 0. 

According to [ZRE84] the following two axioms are needed for relative completeness of 
the proof system. 

(prefix invariance) (TRUE, 11' cset ~ t ) : {11' cset = t } L {11' cset ~ t } 

where cset = chan (L ), and r is a trace variable. 

(strengthen) (A , Yt [t o~ t < 11' cse! -+ A P /11] ]) : { 11' cse! = to} L {A } 

where cset = chan (L), t a trace variable not occurring free in A , and provided 
chan (A )~ cset and wchan (A )= "'. 
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5.4 Soundness 

Soundness of the proof system above is stated in the following theorem. 

Theorem: 
All rules and axioms of the above given proof system are sound W.r.t. the given 
semantics. 

See the appendix for a proof of this theorem. 

5.5 Example 

The following example demonstrates the use of assumptions and commitments in 
combination with parallel composition and hiding. Consider the following processes: 

S I I = D I? x ; x := x + 1 ; B !x 

S12 = D 2?Yl ;Y1:=Y1+ 1 ;B?Y2;Y2:=)'2+Y1 ;F!Y2 

S2 = [D l !OIl D 2!0];[F?z -+ Slap 
o DELAY 5 -+ error:= 1 ]. 

Suppose we want to prove 

(TRUE ,TRUE) : lerror = 01 [[Sl1 II S12] II S2] lerror = 0 1\ Z = 2}. 

For an easy formulation we define the following predicates: 
"env waits for D from v " denotes the assumption that the environment waits for the 
first communication via channel D starting at point of time v. 

"env ,raits for D from v and sends v" expresses the waiting for the first 
communication along channel D starting at point of time v, until the communication 
takes place with communicated value v. 
"' ... ait for D from " " and "wait for D from v and send v" express similar commitiucl1ts 
for the process itSelf. Formal definitions: 

en" waits for D from v = 17" D :;t! < > -+ (v ,tim ( 17" D [l]),D )e \.\ '.0 
env waits for D from v and sends v = 17" D :;t! < > -+ (v ,t im ( 17" D [ ll).D ) E\V D 1\ val ( 17" D [1])= v 

wait for D from v = 17" D:;t! < > -+ (v ,tim (17" D [I]),D)E WD 

wait for D from v and send v 
= 17"D:;t! <> -+ (-v ,tim (17"D[I)),D)EWD I\va[(17"D[I])=v. 

- -

Note: wait for D from v and send v = (wait for D from v and receive v ) [\1'/\1"]. 

We use abbreviates like "wait for D I,D 2 from v " instead of 
"wait for D 1 from v A wait for D 2 from v ". 
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Then we can prove: 

and 

(rnv waits jor D 1 [rom v and srnds O. 
wait [or D) [rom v /\ wail for B from v +2 and send I): 

{time=v /\ 1TB= <> II 1TD)= <>} S)) {TRUE} 

(env waits for" D2 from v and sends 0 /\env waits forB from v+2 and sends 1, 

wait for D 2 from v /\ wait [or F from v +4 and send 2): 

{time=v /\1TB=<> /\1TFD
2
=<>}Sl2{TRUE}. 

With the parallel composition rule (and the consequence rule for the precondition) this 
leads to (observe that the commitment of S 11 about channel B justifies the assumption 
of S 12 about this channel) 
(env waits for" D 1,D 2from v an.d sends 0, 

wait for D 1 ,D 2 from v "wait for F from v +4 and send 2): 

{time=v II 1TD
1
D2F= < > "1TB= < >} Sll II S12 {TRUE}. 

Hiding of joint channel B gives 
(env waits for D I ,D 2 from v and sends 0, 

wait for D 1 ,D 2 from v "wait for F from v +4 an.d send 2): 

{time=v /\ 1TD)D2F= <>} [S11" Sl2l {TRUE}. 

For S 2 we can prove: 
(env wails forD 1 ,D 2[romv "env waits forF fromv+2+vand sends 2/\\>"<5. 

wait for D 1 ,D 2 [rom v and send 0): 

{time=v /\ 1TD)D2F= <> /\error=0}S2 {error" = 0 /\z=2}. 

Using the parallel composition rule we obtain 

(TRUE ,TRUE): {time = v "rrror = 0 /\ 1T D)D2F = < > } [S11 II s I2l II Sl {eTTor = 0 /\ Z = 2}. 

Applying the hiding rule leads to 

(TRUE ,TRUE) : {time = v /1 error = O} [[Sll " s12l" S2 1 {error = 0 /\ Z = 2}. 

Using the substitution rule. with substitution [lime l 1 in the precondition. we obtain the 
desired result: 

(TRUE ,TRUE) : {error = O} [ [Sll II Sl2l II S2 1 {en"or = 0 " z = 2}. 

o 
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6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

A compositional proof system has been formulated for a real-time programming 
language for distributed computing with communication via synchronous message 
passing. In this proof system it is possible to specify assumptions about the expected 
behaviour of the environment of a process, and to formulate a commitment concerning 
the behaviour of the process itself, relative to these assumptions. Assumption and 
commitment are expressed as invariants, thus allowing the specification of 
nonterminating processes. Maximal parallelism is modeled by imposing a separate 
axiom on the domain of interpretation of assertions. 

An essential restriction on the assertion language is that the special variable time 
must not occur in assumption or commitment. The next step in our research is to drop 
this restriction. Thereafter we hope to investigate the relation with liveness properties, 
in view of Lamport's statement ([La]) that real-time properties can be expressed as 
safety properties. Also the relation with real-time tern porallogic ([KR),[K VRJ) will be 
subject of future research. 

Another interesting topic concerns changing the computation model: instead of 
maximal parallelism, where every process has its own processor, we plan to study the 
real-time behaviour resulting from the implementation of all processes on one 
processor together with some scheduling policy. For this seems to be what current 
practice in real-time programming is about - at least within our Esprit project. Also 
other communication primitives, such as asynchronous communication and broadcast, 
will be studied. 

\\' e expect the extension of the proof system with recursion in the style of [ZRE] 
to be straightforward. Finally relative completeness of the proof system is expected to 
proceed along the same lines as the relative completeness proof of the [ZRE]-system; it 
will be conSidered as soon as [Z] becomes available. 
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A. APPENDIX 

A.I Soundness of lhe proof system 

In this appendix soundness of the proof system, as formulated in chapter 5, is 
proven. That is, every correctness formula (A, C): {p } L {q { which is derivable in 
the proof system of chapter 5 is also valid: 1= (A , C ) : {p } L {q {, as defined in 
section 4.7, using the semantics of chapter 3. 
This is achieved by proving the following theorem. 
Theorem: 

proof: 

All rules and axioms of the proof system of chapter 5 are sound w.r.t. the 
semantics given in chapter 3. 

We have to prove that every axiom is valid, and that the conclusion of a rule is valid 
given the validity of the premisses. 
Proving 1= (A , C ) : {p } L {q { is by the definition of section 4.7 equivalent to the 
following: 
(again s denotes the tuple (7,W,\.\,e,0,Ck'), 5=(f,">,~·e,a,&), etc, and 
s = (7,n' ,we ,1..1.) ) 

given y, 5 ElB , a ~ 1., &~ 1. with [p]ys, prove two parts for s EM (L )s: 

j) Ys·[Sl.~s·<s-+[A]ys·]- [C]ys,and 

ii) o~1. -+ (Ys'[sl.~s·~s _ [A]ys']_ [q]ys). 

Observe that all assertions are interpreted in tuples from lB , because the initial tuple 5 
is in lB , and if s EM (L )5 then s EIB (see the definitions of M and M (L ) in chapter 
3). Also note that if s EIB , and s·~ s or s '<s, then s 'E IB . 
Remember that lB consists of all tuples (7,W ,\ve 

,0 ,Ck') with MP(W ,we), so the 
following axiom MP holds in every tuple from IB : 

(MP) YVIV2V3V4[ (vl,V2,D)E\'\'D 1\ (V3,V4,D)EW.b - [v 1,v2>n[v3,V4>=0 1. 
where D is a channel name, and v 1 ,v 2'v 3'V 4 are logical VAL variables. 
Thus it is allowed to use this axiom for every implication between assertions. 
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Note that, because of the restrictions on the assertion language (see section 4.5), 
[C]yCT,W ,We ,a ,Q') depends on T and \.'r only, so we often write [C]yCr,\V , .. , .. , .. ). 

Similar. often [A ]y( T ... ,W e ...... ) is usoo. 

skip 
We have to prove: 

F (A, C): {q pime+l/'ime] A C} SA'-IP {q A C}. 

proof: 
Choose y, 5 E lB , a;z! 1. , and &;z! 1. arbitrary. Assume 
(1) [q[Time+llz im.] AC ]y5. 

Let S EM (SKIP ) 5 , then r = T and W = \\T . 

j) C depends on trace r and set of wait records W only, thus [C]ys = [C]ys, 
which is valid by (I). 

ii) If a;z! 1. then according to the definition of M (SKIP): 

o 

a = a, Q' = &+ 1. and \\,e = \-ire U E with E c WAIT &+1' 

Hence, from (I), 
[qpime+l/'ime] A C ]y(7,\\7 ,\\Te,a ,a) = 
[q A C ]yCT ,\~' ,\\' e ,a ,&+ 1) = 
[q A C ]yC r ,W ,\\' e ,a ,Q') (remember T= T and W = \.f' ). 
Since q is monotone and We does not occur in C, we can add E to the 
environment wait records: 
[q AC ]yCT,W,\\,eUE,a,G')= 
[q AC]yCr,W,We,a,G')= [q AC]yS. 

Soundness of the assignment and the delay axiom requires a similar proof. 

input 

Let subst = 'IX' U l(Time)ime +w . .D )'1". ,77"' (rime +w.D ,\' )/77". 

Assume 
(1) t= p AC -+ 

y",. E TIME, 'W ~ 0 Yv E VAL [ C [subst] A (A [subst ] -+ q [subst ,rimdw +llzimt :'1:.]) ]. 
We_hayetoprove:1= lA_,Cldp AC lD?~ {q _ACJ. . 
proof: 
Choose y, 5 ElB, a;z! 1., and &;z! 1. arbitrary. Assume' 
(2) [p AC]yS. .. 
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-

LetsEA1CD?xH. 
Then, by definition of M (D?x ), there exists a tuple 
s = ( «&+1\' ,D ,v», {(&,&+w ,D)I, E, 0, &+w +1 ) 
with W ETlME, v E FAL, E S;; WAIT 0+,.,+), and MP(E ,{(&,&+w ,D )}), 

such that 5 1. ~s~ss. 

From the definition of ~ (see section 3.2) this implies 
s = S 1. ' or s = S s 1. ' or s = S s. 

j) Assume Ys' [s 1. ~ S '< s _ [A ]ys'] and prove [C]ys as follows: 

if ~= f and W =W then [C]ys = [C]ys, which is valid by (2). 

if T ~ f or W ~~' then T= r < (&+,"' .D .v» and W = W u {(& .&+w .D )}. 
So [C]ys = [C]y( r(&+w.D.v ) . \\' U {(& .&+w ,D )} ...... , .. ) 

= [C [subst ]]y( f .\\' ......... ) 
= [C [subst ]]Y5 . 

which is valid by (1) and (2). 

ii) Assume a ~.l and 

o 

(3) YS'[SJ..~s'~s- [A]ys']. 
Prove [q AC]ys as follows. 
First note that in this case s = s S. 
Furthermore. remember that p is monotone in we. and \\'e does not occur in C. 
so from (2) we can derive. by adding E to the set of environment wait records: 
(4) [p t\C]y(f .\\' .~,e U E ,0.0). 

Now (3) implies 
[A]ys= [A]yss= 
[A]y( fA(&+w.D ,v ),\\' U {(&.&+w.D )},\\,e U E.o .&+w + 1). 

Thus [A [subst ]]y(7 .\\' .\\'e U E ,0 ,n). 
Together with (4) this leads, by using (1), to [q [subst ]]yCf.W ,\:f,e U E.o.&). 
Hence [q ]y( fA(n +w ,D;v ),\i' U (C& ,&+w.D )},\:f7e U E ,0 ,&+w + 1) = [q ]ys. 
In part i) we already proved [C]ys, so [q t\C]ys. 

Soundness of the output rule proceeds along the same lines. 

sequential composition 
Let 
(1) ~ CA • C ): {p } S) {r }. and 
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-------

(2) F (A , C ); {r Is 2 {q I. 
Prove (A . C ) : {p I S I ; S 2 {q I. 
n.roof: 
Choose y, S EIB, a ~ 1., and &~ 1. arbitrary. Assume 
(3) [p]ys. 

Let S EM (S 1 ; S 2)S . Note that 

M(Sl;S2)S = {s 13sdslEMCS1)s t\al~1. I\sEM(S2)SI1 

U {s I s EM (S 1) oS 1\ a = 1. }. 

So there are two possibilities: 

> S EM (S 1 ) oS and a = 1. . Then 

j) Ys' [oS.l ~ S '<s -+ [A]ys'] -+ [C]ys, follows from (I), since (3) holds. 

ii) a~1. -+ (Ys'[S.l~s'~s -+ [A]ys']-+ [q]ys), becausea=1.. 

> there exists an s I with s 1 E M (S I) S , a I ~ 1. , and S E AHS 2)s l' 

Again consider two cases: 

j) If we assume 
(4) Ys'[s.l ~s'<s -+ [A]ys'l. 
then certainly Y s ' [ s .1 ~ s ' < s I -+ [A]y s ' ], since s ' < S I -+ s' < S , 
thus by using (1): [C]y S I' 

SO [C]ys, since 7= 71 and \\' 2= \r l' 

ii) Assume a ~ 1. and 
(5) YS'[S.l ~s'~s -+ [A]ys'l. 
then certainly Ys' [ oS .1 ~ s'~ S 1 -+ [A]y s' ]. 

In this case a 1 ~ 1. and S IE M (S I) oS , so we obtain by (1): [r]y S l' 

From (5): YS'[(Sl).l ~s'~s -+ [A]ys']. 
Since a ~ 1. and S EM (S 2) s 1, this leads by (2) to: [q ]ys. 

i) Assume 
(6) Ys'[s.l ~s'<s -+ [A]ys']. 
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o 
hiding 
Assume 

Since s I ~ s. we can deduce in this case that s 1< S. 

SO, if s '~s I' then also s '< s . 

Consequently, we obtain from (6) ys'[s.l~S'~SI- [A]ys']. 
So (1) leads to (remember (} I~.l): [r]ysl' 
Now (6) implies Ys' [(Sl)':" ~s'<s - [A]ys' J. 
thus, using (2) and s EM(S 2)s1. we derive [C]ys. 

ii) Assumeo~.l,and Ys'[S.l~s'~s_[A]ys']. 
Then similar to part i) we infer [r]y s I' and 
YS'[(Sl).l ~s'~s - [A]ys']. 

Thus, by using (2), we obtain [q]ys. 

( 1 ) F (A , C ) : {p II 71 jehan = < > II W jehan =" } SIll S 2 {q }, 
where jchan = chan (S I) n chan (S 2). and provided 
(2) chan (A .C ,p ,q)n jchan = 0. 

We have to prove: 
F (A , C ) : {p } [ 5 I II S 2] {q }. 
proof: 
Choose y, S E IE . & ~ .l , and & ~.l ar bi trary. Assume 
(3) [p]ys. 
Let s E "";-:1,-r"( r"':'lS:-I"'II--;:S~2 ]"'") s. 
Then there exists an s with s = S [slextehan ' 

(4) sEM (S}II S 2)(& ,en, and 

(5) MPO\Y '[W e lexlehan ) II MP ([\r lextehan ,,,",e ), 

where extchan = chan ([S) II S 2])' 

Define the projection of a tuple s on a set of channel names cse/ , notation [s lese:' as 
follows: 
[s leset = ([7 ]eset ,l\V ]eset '[W

e 
]eset ,0 ,Ck'). 

Furthermore S \cse/ denotes the tuple obtained from S by deleting all records Cin 7, l-r 
and \lye) with channel name in cset . 

By using chan (p ) n jchan = " (see (2)), 
we can deduce from (3): [p]ys\jchan. 
Observe that [71 jehan = < > II W jehan = "]ys\jchan , so 
(6) [p II 71jchan = < > II W jchan =,,]ys\jchan. 
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j) Assume 
(7) VS'[s i ~s'<s --+ [A]ys'] 

and prove [C]ys as follows. 
First we show that (7), together with chan (A )n jchan =0 (see (2)), leads to 
(8) Vs' [ (s \jchan ).1 ~ s' < (s \jchan )s --+ [A ]ys']. 
proof: 

o 

If (s \jchan ).1 ~ s '< (05 \jchan )s, 

then there exists an 5 with s' = (5\jchan).5 and 5 <So 
Now take s .. = 5 [5 Lxtchan , then 5 .1 ~ s .. < 5 [5" LXlchan , 
and thus (remember s = 5 [S]exlchan ): 5.1 ~ s "<s. 
So (7) leads to [A]y s .. = [A]y 5 [5 ]extchan = 
[A]y (5 \jchan )[s lextchan , since A does refer to jchan . 

Observe that 5 <s, so 5 contains channel names from S 1 and S 2 only, and 
since extchan = chan (S I'S 2)- jchan , we infer 
[A]y(5\jchan)5 = [A]ys', 

Now (s \jchan )s E M (S I II S 2)(S \jchan ) 
(by (4) and A1P(W \jchan ,We ), MP(Vl ,"re \jchan ) from (5) ), 
together with the validity of (6) and (8) this leads. by using (l ), to 
[C]y(s \jchan )s. 
Since chan (C)n jchan =0 (from (2)), we obtain 
[C]yss. 
s only contains channels from S I and S 2' and C does not refer to the joint 
channels. so 
[C]yS[.s]extchan = [C]ys. 

ii) Assume a ~ 1. and 

o 

(7) VS'[5~ ~s'~s --+ [A]ys']. 
Note that in case j) we already proved [C]ys. 
Prove [q]y s as follows. 
Again (7) and chan (A ) n jchan = 0 lead to 
Vs' [ (05 \jchan ) 1. ~ s·~ (s \jchan )5" --+ [A]ys'], 

Together with (6) and (1) this gives 
[q ]y(5 \jchan )s, 
Similar as above we can use chan (q)n jchan =0 (from(2)) and infer 
[qJyss _[Q]yS[slxlchan - [q]ys._ 

Proving soundness of the alternative rule "altl" is straightfonvard and omitted here. 
The second rule "alt2" requires a rather long and tedious proof based on the same 
techniques used for soundness of the delay axiom and the rules for i/o and sequential 
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composition. Also the soundness proof of the iteration rule is omitted, because it is 
very similar to the usual proof for such a rule. 

parallel composition 
According to the parallel composition rule for S} II S 2, we assume the following, 

let jchan = chan (S}) n chan (S 2)' 

(1) F (Ai' Ci ): {Pi "W jchan =,,} Si {qi}, i = 1,2 
(2) F q } ['l!,imr ,~' l/~· ,~' 3/\\,'] "q 2['2!'imt,~' 2/\\.,~" ~\\,,] "time = max (v I'V 2) " 

W = w}U W2 "We = W3U W4-[w3 U W4]jchan --+ q 

(3) FC}[~"l/\\'] "C 2[""V\\.] "n' = w}U W2 --+ C 
(4) F(C}I"'jchan )[\\"/\\,] "A --+ A2 

(5) F (C 21W jchan )[\\.f/~,] "A --+ Al 

(6) v },v 2,w I,W 2'W 3 and W 4 logical VAL variables not occurring free in C or q , 

(7) wchan (A ) n jchan =", 
(8) chan (Pi ,qi ,Ai ,Ci ) n chan (Sj )~ chan (Si ), and 
(9) vaT (Pi ,q)n va,. (Sj )=0, for U,j )E {(J,2),(2,1)}. 

Vo.' e have to prove: 

F(A,C):{p} "P2 "WjChan="}S}IIS2{q}· 

proof: Choose y, S E IE , (] ~ 1. , and n. ~ 1. arbitrary. 

Assume [p} "P 2 "W jchan = "]ys. Thus 
(10) [pJys ,i = 1,2 and 

(1 1) \\' jchan = " . 
Let S E M(S I II S 2) S, then S = s S. where 
s = (f ,W} U "'"2'"'~ U "'2 -[W~ u w~ ]jchan , '0, max (0'},0'2)) with, for i= 1,2: 

Si = (7 i ,\\'i ,"'t,o i ,0' i )E M (Si ) (& ,n.), and 

(12) [f]chan (5,)= T i /\ CD ¢ chan (S I II S 2) --+ [fb = < > ), 
( 13) [w tl jchan = (\\'~ ] }chan ,,[W 2] jchan = [W~ ] jchan , 

I a i (X) , x E vaT' (Si ) 

(14) Ifa}~1. "a2~1. then'O(x)= &(X) ,x¢varCS},s2), 

if a } = 1.. V a 2= .L then a= 1.. . 

i) Assume V S • [ s .L ~ S· < S --+ [A]y S • ] , and prove 

(IS) [C]ys. 
proof: First prove, with induction on 17}1 + IT21 + IW 1 U W 21 : 

2 
(16) 1\ [CJys Sj • 

i= 1 
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• Basic step: IT11 + ITzl + IW 1 U W zl= 0, thus T1= T2= <>, W 1=W z= 0. 

Then there is no Si ' with s 1. :::;: Si' < S Si (see definition <), so 

Ysi ' [s 1. :::;: Si '< 5 Si - [AJysi']. From (J) we obtain [CJys Si, for i = 1,2. 

• Induction step: let IT11 + IT21 + IW 1 U W 21> O. 
Assume, by induction, that (16) holds for smaller values. 
Let Ci ,j)E {CI,2),(2,l)}. 

From (1) we could prove [CJY5 Sj if Ysi ' [oS 1. ~ si '<s Si - [AJysi'] holds. 
So first the following lemma is proven. 

Lemma: Ysi ' [s 1. :::;: Si '<5s i - [AJYSi']. 

proof: Let 51. :::;: Si "<5 Si' then Si "= S Si' with Si '<Si' 
Thus Si 'E M(Si)C& ,n-), because M(Si) is prefix closed. 
Now choose S j 'E M (Sj ) (& ,n-), such that, if we define 

S '= (T',W 1'U W 2"W~ 'U Wi '-[W~ 'U \Vi ']jChan,.1.. ,1), where 

(17) [T']chanCS )=Ti' 1\ [T']chan(S )=T J" 1\ 
I J 

(D ~ chan (S 1 II S 2) - [T']D = < > ), and 

(18) [Wi ']jchan = [Wj']jchan • 

then s'<s and s'EM(S111 Sz)(& ,n-). 

(Observe that [or every Si '<Si such an Sj' can be found, since Si and s) 

satisfy (12) and (13).) 

In order to prove Ai for tuple Si" we want to apply (4) and (5), so we 

need Cj I"" jchan and A , interpreted in a related tuple. 

Since 1'1'1+ITz'l+m'1'UW z'l< IT11+IT21+IWIUW21, we can use the 

induction hypothesis and derive [Cj]ys Sj' = [Cj]Y( TT j ',\\' U "rj ', •• , •. , •. ). 

Now (8) and (17) lead to [C)y( T,',\{' U Wj ', •. , •• ,.,). ' 

Applying projection to this assertion. we obtain 
[Cj I"' jchan ] Y(TT', [U' ]jchan U ["'j ']jchan , •• , .• , •• ). Thus 
[(C j I

W jchan )[~.e/".]] y(TT', •. , [W' ]jchan U [Wj ']jChan , •• , .. ). 

So (11), i.e. [U7 j ] jchan = (i!J, leads to 

(19) [(Cj I
W jchan )[Wf/".]] Y(TT'",,[Wj ']jchan , •• , •• ). 

We a~sllmeci[A]'Ys forall s with s .l:::;:S <s,so 
[A]ys [oraUs With51.:::;:s<5s. 

Note that the s' defined above satisfies S '< S, so S ..1. ~ 5 S '< 5 S, and thus 
[A]y(TT', .. ,\.\>e U We ', .. , .. ) = 
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[A]y(TT" .. ,\fre U Wl'U wi '-[Wi 'U wi '];chan ...... ). 

From (7) we know that A does not refer to jOint channels. so 

(20) [A]yCfr', .. ,\;\,e U Wi 'U Wi '-[Wi'U Wi ']jchan _[\-\,e]jChan , .. , .. ). 

In order to combine (I9) and (20) by using (4) and (5) we define the 
following union of their environment wait records: 
\\re _ [l1r ,] unA,eUtIre'Uwe, [we'UWe,] ['('Te] 'j - n j jchan vt n 1 2 - 1 2 jchan - W jchan . 
Because of the projection on jchan in the assertion of (19), we can add wait 
records with channels not in jchan , thus obtaining 
[Cei IW jchan )[\\-'/\\-]]y(fT', .. ,Wj, .. , .. ). 

Furthermore. A does not refer to jchan in environment wait records (by 
(7)), thus validity of (20) leads to 
[A]y( fT ', ... W;, .. , .. ). 
So by (4) and (5) we infer from the last two formulae: 
[AJy(fT', .. ,Wj, .. , .. ). 

Now Ai does not refer to external channels of Sj (see (8)), 

so remove wt-[WF]jchan from the set of environment wait records: 
[AJy(Tr', .. , [Wj '];chan U \f,e U W1e'-[Wt]jchan _[\;\,e ]jchan , .. , .. ). 

Remem ber CI 8) : [\\' j ,] jchan = [Wt] ;chan , so 
[AJyCfT', ... \{7e U wt-[\\'e];chan , ..... ). 

Since Ai is monotone in we, we can add (\;f'e ]jChan to the sel of environmenl 
wail records, and achieve 
[AJyCfT', .. ,\f7e U wt,oo, .. ). 
By using (8) and (17): 

[AJyCfTi',oo,u,e U wt, ..... ) = [AJYSS1' = [AJYSi", 

which proves the lemma. 
o 

This lemma together with (0) and (1) leads, by using C 1), to [eJys Si' 
Thus (16). 

Remains to prove (15): [e]ys. 
From (6) we infer, by using (8) and (2): [eJy(fT,W U Wi , .. , .. , .. ). 

Take, temporarily, a new environment y '= y [li' U \\-1/w I'li- U \\- 2/~), then 

2 ] A 

[ACi["'i/w] I\W=wIUw2 y'(fT,WUW 1 UW 2,··, .. ,00). 
i=l 

Hence (3) leads to [C]y'(fT,W U WI U W 2, •• ,00, •• ). 

Thus from (6): [C]y(fT,\;\' U WI U W 2,",",") = [e]ys s = [e]ys. 
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o 

ii) Assume a ~.l and Vs' [s 1.;:;:;: s ';:;:;: s -+ [A]ys']. 

o 

We have to prove [q ]y s . 
proof: Let i = 1,2. 

Similar to part i) we can prove: Ysi ' [s 1. ;:;:;: Si';:;:;: S Si -+ [AJYSi·]' 

Then (1) and (10) lead to [qJys Si = [qJyCfTi' W U Wi' W· e U wt, ai' O'i)' 

From (8), (9), (12) and (14) we obtain [qJy(fT, \,\7 U Wi' we U W{, a, O'i)' 

,_ [01 02!, 'ii'UU'l 'ii'U\l'2 'ii"UU'~ 'ii,euw~ Takey-y 1. 1' "2' 1~,l' VW2 , 1"'3' 1 .. ,~1.then 

[qi['iftimf'W'/U,,~'i+2/u'f]]y'(fT,W' U WIU W 2, 

We U W~ U W~ -[W~ U W~ ]jeha71 ,a,maX (0'1,0'2))' 

Thus 
2 

[!\qi[',lrimf,"'/\l',Wi+2/\l,f] Mime = max (vI,'V2) ,,'V='\.'l U '\\.'2" 
1=1 

W e
=W3 U W4-[W3 U W4]jcha71]y'ss. 

Then (2) leads to [q ]y's s, so by using (6) [q ]ys s = [q ]ys. 
o 

Soundness of the consequence, the substitution, and the conjunction rule, and the 
invariance axiom is straightforward. 

prefIx invariance 
Let cset = chan (L ), and 1 some trace variable. v.,'e have to prove: 
1= (TRUE, 1T ese: ~ 1 ) : {1T eset = t } S 1 1/ S 2 {1T eset ~ 1 }. 

proof: 
For traces T 1 and T 2' T);:;:;: l' 2 denotes that T 1 is an initial prefix of T 2' 

Observe that IT 1T eser ~ t ] y S ;:::t [T ]eset ~ Y (1 ). 

Choose y, S E 1B , a ~ 1. , and & ~.l arbitrary. Assume [1T eset = t ]y S , then 
(1) y(t)= [f]eset. 

Let S EM (L Js , then s = S s with S E M (L ). Thus 
(2) T~f. 

~'iJBY t2)'and' (0 we see: [tl~s;t ~tf]eset=y(t), 
so [1T eset ~ 1 ]y S • 
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7 

ii) Similar for the postcondition 1T eset ~ t . 

o 

strengthen 
Let cset = chan (L ), and t a trace variable not occurring free in A. Assume 
(1) chan (A )C cse1 , and 
(2) wchan (A ) = ". 
We have to prove: 

F (A. Yl [lo~t <1Teset -+ A [II".] D:{1Teset =lO}L {A}. 

proof: 
Choose y, S EIB • 0-:;: 1.. , and &:;: 1.. arbitrary. Assume [1T esel = 1 o]ys. then 
(3) yet 0)= [f]eset • 
Let s EM(L )s. 

j) Assume (4) Ys'[S.L~s'<s-+[A]ys']. 
We have to prove [Yt [to~t <1Tesel -+ A [t/".]]1's. 
Choose t arbitrary, and assume [t o~ 1 < '{T esel]YS , thus 
yCt o)~ y(t )<[deset ' By (3) we obtain: 
[Tleset ~ y Ct ) < [r ]eset . 
Then there exists an T' with f ~ T' < T , such that y Ct )= [T 'leset • 

Thus we can flOd an s' with S 1. ~ s '< s, hence 
[A]ys', by (4). 
Now (1) leads to [A]Y([T']esel ,,,. ',We ',0 ',Q") = 
[A ['/".]]y([r'lcset ,W',We"o ',Q") = 
[A [1/".]]1's, since 1T and We (see (2)) do not occur in A [t/".]. 

ii) Assume 0:;:1.. and VS'[s_ ~s'~s -+ [A]ys'], 

then (take s '= s ) [A]1's. 

o 
So all rules and axioms of the proof system as given in chapter 5 are sound w.r.t. the 
semantics definro in chapter 3, and using the interpretation of correctness formulae 
from chapter 4. 
o 
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